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ECONOMICS
THE PHILIPPINE ECONOMY
No Longer the East Asian Exception?

edited by
Ramon L. Clarete, Emmanuel F. Esguerra
and Hal Hill

About the EDITORS
Ramon L. Clarete is Professor and former Dean of the University of the Philippines School of Economics in Diliman, Quezon City.

Emmanuel F. Esguerra is Professor of Economics at the University of the Philippines School of Economics (UPSE).

Hal Hill is the H.W. Arndt Professor Emeritus of Southeast Asian Economies at the Australian National University.

About the BOOK
In this volume, a leading group of scholars pose the question, has the Philippine economy rejoined the dynamic East Asian mainstream and, if so, what set of policies and priorities are required to maintain the strong economic momentum of recent years? Successive chapters address issues related to growth and poverty, infrastructure and urbanization, education, health, the environment, energy, development finance, and governance and institutions. The book has been written with a broad audience in mind. First and foremost it is for readers in, and interested in, this fascinating and important country with a population that now exceeds a hundred million. Second, it will appeal to those in the broader development community with an interest in the analytical and policy challenges that democratic, middle-income countries face as they struggle to lift their citizens out of poverty and to achieve broad-based and environmentally sustainable growth.

2018
439 pp.
S$49.90 / US$39.90
THE INDONESIAN ECONOMY IN TRANSITION
Policy Challenges in the Jokowi Era and Beyond

edited by
Hal Hill and Siwage Dharma Negara

About the EDITORS
Hal Hill is the H.W. Arndt Professor Emeritus of Southeast Asian Economies at the Australian National University.

Siwage Dharma Negara is Senior Fellow in the Regional Economic Studies Programme and Co-coordinator of the Indonesia Studies Programme at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore.

About the BOOK
By any indicator, Indonesia, the fourth most populous nation on earth, is a development success story. Yet 20 years after a deep economic and political crisis, it is still in some respects an economy in transition. The country recovered from the 1997–98 crisis and navigated the path from authoritarian to democratic rule surprisingly quickly and smoothly. It survived the 2008–9 global financial crisis and the end of the China-driven commodity super boom in 2014 with little difficulty. It is now embarking on its fifth round of credible national elections in the democratic era. It can reasonably expect to graduate to the upper middle-income ranks within a decade. But, as the 25 contributors to this comprehensive and compelling volume document, Indonesia also faces many daunting challenges—how to achieve faster economic growth along with more attention to environment sustainability, how to achieve more equitable development outcomes, how to develop and nurture stronger institutional foundations, and much else.

2019
452 pp.
BM574
Soft cover 978-981-4843-06-5
S$39.90 / US$29.90
Forthcoming Title

SMEs AND ECONOMIC INTEGRATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

edited by
Cassey Lee, Dionisius Narjoko and Sothea Oum

Est. pub. date: Mid-2019

About the EDITORS

Cassey Lee is Senior Fellow at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore.
Dionisius Narjoko is Senior Economist at the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia.
Sothea Oum is Research Fellow, Asia Growth Research Centre, University of Adelaide.

About the BOOK

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) account for about 97–99 per cent of total enterprises and 60–80 per cent of total employment in ASEAN countries. The participation of SMEs is thus crucial for achieving greater regional economic integration amongst ASEAN countries. SMEs are, however, often constrained by many disadvantages that limit their abilities to become importers and exporters. This is well documented in the research literature on trade and firm size. This volume contains selected ASEAN country studies on the participation of SMEs in regional economic integration based on primary microdata. This is supplemented by empirical studies on the role played by East Asian multinational enterprises in the region.

2019 635 pp. PIC263
Soft cover 978-981-4818-78-0 (price to be confirmed)
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

Forthcoming Title
E-COMMERCE, COMPETITION AND ASEAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

edited by
Cassey Lee and Eileen Lee

Est. pub. date: Late 2019

About the EDITORS
Cassey Lee is Senior Fellow at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore.
Eileen Lee is a staff member of the Policy and Markets Division at the Competition and Consumer Commission of Singapore (CCCS).

Table of Contents
1. Introduction by Cassey Lee and Eileen Lee
2. E-Commerce and ASEAN Economic Integration by Cassey Lee and Sanchita Basu Das
4. E-Commerce and Trade Policy by Cassey Lee
5. E-Commerce and its Development in Thailand by Yot Amornkitvikai and Jiraporn Tangpoolcharoen
7. Development of E-Commerce in Malaysia by Tham Siew Yean
9. Competition and E-Commerce in the Philippines by Shanti Aubren T. Prado and Meg L. Reganon
10. Vietnam: E-Commerce Market Overview and Trends by Nguyen Van Thoan and Nguyen Thi Hong Van

2019
Soft cover 978-981-4762-16-8

(price to be confirmed)
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

DALLEY AND THE MALAYAN SECURITY SERVICE, 1945–48
MI5 vs. MSS

by
Leon Comber

About the AUTHOR
Leon Comber is a Visiting Senior Fellow at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore.

About the BOOK
This book fills an important gap in the history and intelligence canvas of Singapore and Malaya immediately after the surrender of the Japanese in August 1945. It deals with the establishment of the domestic intelligence service known as the Malayan Security Service (MSS), which was pan-Malayan covering both Singapore and Malaya, and the colourful and controversial career of Lieutenant Colonel John Dalley, the Commander of Dalforce in the WWII battle for Singapore and the post-war Director of MSS. It also documents the little-known rivalry between MI5 in London and MSS in Singapore, which led to the demise of the MSS and Dalley’s retirement.

2019
157 pp.
BM565
Soft cover 978-981-4818-73-5

S$24.90 / US$22.90

ISEAS
YUSOF ISHAK INSTITUTE
30 Heng Mui Keng Terrace, Singapore 119614
Tel: +65 6870 2447  Fax: +65 6775 6259  E-mail: pubsunit@iseas.edu.sg  http://bookshop.iseas.edu.sg
THE POST-COLONIAL SECURITY DILEMMA
Timor-Leste and the International Community

by Rebecca Strating

About the AUTHOR
Rebecca Strating is a Lecturer in Politics in the Department of Politics and Philosophy, La Trobe University, Australia.

About the BOOK
This book examines the development of Timor-Leste’s foreign policy since achieving political independence in 2002. It considers the influence of Timor-Leste’s historical experiences with foreign intervention on how the small, new state has pursued security. The book argues that efforts to secure the Timorese state have been motivated by a desire to reduce foreign intervention and dependence upon other actors within the international community. Timor-Leste’s desire for “real” independence — characterized by the absence of foreign interference — permeates all spheres of its international political, cultural and economic relations and foreign policy discourse. Securing the state entails projecting a legitimate identity in the international community to protect and guarantee political recognition of sovereign status, an imperative that gives rise to Timor-Leste’s aspirational foreign policy. The book examines Timor-Leste’s key bilateral and multilateral diplomatic relations, its engagement with the global normative order, and its place within the changing Asia-Pacific region.

2019 402 pp. BM562
Soft cover 978-981-4818-40-7
S$39.90 / US$29.90
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

AFTER THE COUP
The National Council for Peace and Order Era and the Future of Thailand

edited by
Michael J. Montesano, Terence Chong and Mark Heng Shu Xun

About the EDITORS
Michael J. Montesano is a Visiting Research Fellow at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore, and the managing editor of SOJOURN: Journal of Social Issues in Southeast Asia.
Terence Chong is Deputy Director at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore and Head of the Nalanda-Sriwijaya Centre at ISEAS.
Mark Heng Shu Xun was formerly Research Officer at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore.

About the BOOK
After the Coup brings together the work of a group of leading Thai intellectuals of several generations to equip readers to anticipate and understand the developments that lie ahead for Thailand. Contributors offer findings and perspectives both on the disorienting period following the Thai coup of May 2014 and on fundamental challenges to the country and its institutions. Chapters address regionalism and decentralization, the monarchy and the military, the media, demography and the economy, the long-running violence in Southern Thailand, and a number of surprising social and political trends certain to shape the future of Thailand. The volume will serve as a valuable resource for all those concerned with that future.

2019 465 pp. BM573
Soft cover 978-981-4818-98-8

S$45.90 / US$38.90
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE AFTER INDONESIA’S REFORMS
Contributions to an Ongoing Assessment

*edited by Max Lane*

**About the EDITOR**
Max Lane is Visiting Senior Fellow at the ISEAS – Yusof Ishak Institute, Singapore.

**About the BOOK**
“This book addresses one of the most crucial questions in Southeast Asia: did the election in Indonesia in 2014 of a seemingly populist-oriented president alter the hegemony of the political and economic elites? Was it the end of the paradox that the basic social contradictions in the country’s substantial capitalist development were not reflected in organized politics by any independent representation of subordinated groups, in spite of democratization? Beyond simplified frameworks, grounded scholars have now come together to discuss whether and how a new Indonesian politics has evolved in a number of crucial fields. Their critical insights are a valuable contribution to the study of this question.”

—Professor Olle Törnquist, Department of Political Science, University of Oslo

“A most valuable book for understanding the underpinnings of Indonesian politics in 2019 and beyond. A great range of themes are included: political parties, ideologies, political Islam, leadership legitimacy, the political middle class, the politics of centre–local relations, corruption, limited foreign policy reform, Papua, and youth activism. The book has eleven chapters, mostly by Indonesia-based analysts, plus a couple of wise old hands. Max Lane’s overview chapter is excellent.”

—Professor David Reeve, School of Humanities and Languages, University of New South Wales

2019 274 pp. PIC267
Soft cover 978-981-4843-22-5 S$32.90 / US$29.90
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

Forthcoming Title
FROM AQUINO II TO DUTERTE (2010–2018)
Change, Continuity—and Rupture
edited by
Imelda Deinla and Björn Dressel
Est. pub. date: Mid-2019

About the EDITORS
Imelda Deinla is Research Fellow at the School of Regulation and Global Governance at the Australian National University (ANU), and Director of the ANU Philippines Project, a policy-engaged research initiative on economics, trade, politics and governance on the Philippines.

Björn Dressel is Associate Professor at the Crawford School of Public Policy at the Australian National University, and previously holds the 2013–17 Australian Research Council Early Career Researcher Award.

Table of Contents
Introduction by Imelda Deinla and Björn Dressel
Part I: Politics and Governance
1. The Rise of Illiberal Democracy in the Philippines: Duterte’s Early Presidency by Mark Thompson
2. Finding Federalism in the Philippines: Federalism—“the centrepiece of my campaign” by Steven Rood
Part II: Economic Governance
4. How Has the Economy Fared Under the Duterte Administration So Far? by Maria Socorro Gochoco-Bautista
5. The Philippine Economy: Renewed Dynamism, Old Challenges by Christopher Cabuay and Hal Hill
Part III: Peace Process in Mindanao
7. Prospects for Lasting Peace in Mindanao: Peacemaking and Peacebuilding under the Aquino and Duterte Administrations by Matthew Stephens
Part IV: International Environment
9. The Philippines and the South China Sea/West Philippine Sea Conflict: Challenges and Prospects for Peace, Diplomacy, and External Defence Capability by Noel Morada
10. Fall from Grace, Descent from Power? Civil Society after Philippine Democracy’s Lost Decade (2001–10) by Aries A. Arugay

2019  PIC269
Soft cover 978-981-4843-28-7     (price to be confirmed)
Forthcoming Title

REGION, NATION AND HOMELAND
Valorization and Adaptation in the Moro and Cordillera Resistance Discourses

by
Miriam Coronel Ferrer

Est. pub. date: Late 2019

About the AUTHOR
Miriam Coronel-Ferrer is a Filipino peace negotiator and the former chairperson of the peace panel of the Government of the Philippines during the time of President Simeon Bengino Aquino III (2010–16). On behalf of the government, she signed the Comprehensive Agreement on the Bangsamoro with the Moro Islamic Liberation Front. She is also a political science professor of the University of the Philippines.

About the BOOK
Movement discourses construct an analysis of society, critique the power relations that exist, and offer an alternative vision for the population whom the movement promises to liberate. The book examines the resistance discourses within the Moro and Cordillera armed movements in the Philippines. The Moro and Cordillera identity entrepreneurs’ narratives are basically narratives of difference from the Filipino majority population that have been framed around the “Moro” and “Cordilleran” identity markers. However, within and among the movement organizations, they differed in articulating the elements of these identities and the bases of their claims to recover homeland, ancestral domain, and autonomy.

The book traces the evolution of these organizations in the 1970s to 1990s and how they built on their respective resistance discourses over time, manifesting significant intertextuality in the case of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front, which broke away from the Moro National Liberation Front; and a drift to heightened ethnonationalism in the case of the Cordillera Peoples’ Liberation Army, compared to its mother organization, the national democratic Cordillera People’s Democratic Front. The book reflects on where these mobilizations are now, and the strands of discourses that have remained salient or reemerged in the current decade.

2019
Soft cover 978-981-4843-71-3

(price to be confirmed)
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

Forthcoming Title
THE INDONESIA-MALAYSIA DISPUTE
CONCERNING SOVEREIGNTY OVER SIPADAN
AND LIGITAN ISLANDS
Historical Antecedents and the
International Court of Justice Judgement
by
D.S. Ranjit Singh
Est. pub. date: Late 2019

About the AUTHOR
D.S. Ranjit Singh is currently affiliated to the College of Law, Government and International Studies, University Utara Malaysia, Sintok, Kedah.

Table of Contents
1. Introduction
2. Historical Background: The Partitioning of the Malay Archipelago
3. The Resolution of Anglo-Spanish Claims and The Anglo-Dutch Boundary in North Borneo, 1878–1915
4. Delimitation of The North Borneo-Philippines Sea Boundary and Transfer of Sovereignty over Certain Islands to North Borneo, 1879–1930
5. The Emergence of Successor-States to Colonial Regimes and The Phenomena of Expansionist Nationalisms in Maritime Southeast Asia
6. The Bases of Indonesia’s Claim
7. The Bases of Malaysia’s Claim
8. The ICJ’s Judgement
9. Conclusion
Appendices
Bibliography

2019
Soft cover 978-981-4843-64-5
(price to be confirmed)
SOCIAL ISSUES
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

THE OTHER LADIES OF MYANMAR

by
Jennifer Rigby

About the AUTHOR
Jennifer Rigby is an award-winning British journalist who lived and worked in Yangon, Myanmar in 2015 and 2016. She specializes in women’s rights, social affairs and people stories.

About the BOOK
In Myanmar, Aung San Suu Kyi is often not called by her name. Instead, she is just “The Lady”, an honorific nickname that signifies her place in the collective imagination of her country. And from global human rights icon to Myanmar’s de facto leader, she is certainly a towering figure. But The Lady’s reputation has only tarnished in recent years in the face of the persecution of her country’s Rohingya minority.

In this new book, we present some of Myanmar’s other ladies: women from across the social spectrum who are changing their country, and its perceptions of gender, from the ground up. From the artist who defied the junta to hand out sanitary towels at her exhibition, to the Muslim campaigner who has already spent a quarter of her life in prison; from the feminist Buddhist nun to the pop star who gets called a whore for performing; these are the voices of The Other Ladies of Myanmar.

2018
127 pp.
Soft cover 978-981-4818-25-4
BM561
S$19.90 / US$15.90
About the AUTHOR
Anusorn Unno is currently Dean and Associate Professor in Anthropology at the Faculty of Sociology and Anthropology, Thammasat University, Thailand.

About the BOOK
This book is an ethnography of the Malay Muslims of Guba, a pseudonymous village in Thailand’s Deep South, in the wake of the unrest that was primarily reinvigorated in 2004. It argues that the unrest is the effect of the way in which different forms of sovereignty converge around the residents of this region, and the residents at the same time have cultivated themselves and obtained and enacted agency through the sovereigns. Rather than asking why the violence is increasing and who is behind it, like most scholarly works on the topic, it examines how different forms of sovereignty—ranging from the Thai state and the monarchy to Islamic religious movements, the insurgents and local strongmen—impose subjectivities on the residents, how they have converged in so doing and what tensions have followed, and how the residents have dealt with these tensions and cultivated themselves and obtained and enacted agency through the sovereigns. The phrase “We Love Mr King” or rao rak nay luang inscribed on the decorated, footed tray is one example of how the residents crafted themselves as royal subjects and enacted agency through the sovereign monarch.

2019 258 pp. BM558
Soft cover 978-981-4818-11-7 S$35.90 / US$29.90
THE FUTURE OF PHILIPPINE AGRICULTURE UNDER A CHANGING CLIMATE
Policies, Investments and Scenarios

edited by
Mark W. Rosegrant and Mercedita A. Sombilla

About the EDITORS

Mark W. Rosegrant is the Director of the Environment and Production Technology Division at the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), Washington, D.C.

Mercedita A. Sombilla is Assistant Secretary for Regional Development and Concurrent Director of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Environment Staff at the National Economic and Development Authority.

About the BOOK

The Philippine economy has grown rapidly since 2010, but despite this growth, poverty and inequality remain high. Two-thirds of the poor live in rural areas, and the weak performance of the agriculture sector has contributed to the slow improvement in livelihoods. The challenge for agriculture will further increase, with climate change posing a growing threat to the sector. But agricultural transformation to spur sustained growth and reduce poverty is still possible under climate change with aggressive institutional reforms and implementation of the right mix of policies and programmes. The identification of the suitable policy and programme combination requires an accurate assessment of the key drivers of agricultural growth and food security; the impacts of climate change on agriculture and the overall economy; and the effectiveness of policies for adaptation and growth.

This book addresses these big issues, focusing on enhancing the adaptation capacity of the Philippine agriculture sector. It is designed to provide a much-needed base of knowledge and menu of policy options to support decision- and policymaking on agriculture, climate change, and food security. The volume uses newly generated data, modelling outputs, and innovative analyses to provide a scientific basis for a variety of adaptation measures under different sets of climate change scenarios to guide decision-makers in strategic planning and policy formulation.

2019 590 pp.  PIC261
Soft cover 978-981-4818-35-3  S$55.90 / US$45.90
About the AUTHORS

Rebecca Fanany is in the School of Health, Medical and Applied Sciences at Central Queensland University in Melbourne, Australia.

Ismet Fanany is Professor of Language and Society in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences at Deakin University in Melbourne.

About the BOOK

Since its independence in 1945, Indonesia has experienced decades of rapid social change that have affected every area of life and have reached even the most remote parts of the country. The impact on the experience of the population has been equally significant, especially for those individuals who are over the age of 60 today and have lived through much of this period. This book concerns older members of the Minangkabau ethnic group, one of Indonesia’s many local cultures. The Minangkabau have an ancient matrilineal social structure that is embodied in their local law and customs (adat) and that, in the view of many Minangkabau, is under increasing pressure in the modern context.

This book is based on a long-term study of older Minangkabau in modern Indonesia with a focus on cultural consonance. It profiles the members of one family from a village in the highlands of West Sumatra whose members now live in cities across Indonesia as well as in their village of origin. The challenges but also the opportunities experienced by these individuals, and members of the older Minangkabau population in general, are characteristic of similar social change experienced across Indonesia in recent decades and illustrate the nature of culture shift in the rapidly urbanizing and modernizing context of modern Indonesia.

2019 309 pp. BM563
Soft cover 978-981-4818-46-9 $35.90 / US$29.90

THE ELDERLY MUST ENDURE
Ageing in the Minangkabau Community in Modern Indonesia

by Rebecca Fanany and Ismet Fanany
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

Forthcoming Title

MYANMAR MEDIA IN TRANSITION
Legacies, Challenges and Change

Lisa Brooten, Jane Madlyn McElhone and Gayathry Venkiteswaran

Est. pub. date: Mid-2019

About the EDITORS
Lisa Brooten is Associate Professor at Southern Illinois University Carbondale, a Fulbright scholar and a member of the roster of Fulbright specialists for Myanmar, Thailand and the Philippines.

Jane Madlyn McElhone is a consultant with extensive experience supporting and building the capacity of media outlets and journalists in closed and transitional societies.

Gayathry Venkiteswaran is Assistant Professor at the University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus, where she is also completing her doctorate.

About the BOOK
"Myanmar Media in Transition: Legacies, Challenges and Change is the first and most comprehensive study of the role of media in contemporary Myanmar from a range of perspectives, including scholars, practitioners, journalists, artists, and activists. This edited book is easily accessible, illuminating and timely. This is a welcome addition and a great contribution to Myanmar studies. I highly recommend it."

—Ardeth Maung Thawngmung, Professor and Chair, University of Massachusetts Lowell

“This volume of academic essays and practitioner reflections provides a nuanced understanding of Myanmar media in the post-2010 semi-democratic era. Vested interests, vaguely defined laws, and societal norms all constrain media actors, but many have also found ways to address critical issues and offer audiences new perspectives. This book will be of great relevance to all who are interested in Myanmar, media studies, and societies in transition.”

—Christina Fink, Professor of Practice of International Affairs, The Elliott School of International Affairs, The George Washington University

2019
Soft cover 978-981-4843-09-6

(price to be confirmed)
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

Forthcoming Title

CONTENTIOUS BELONGING
The Place of Minorities in Indonesia

edited by
Greg Fealy and Ronit Ricci

Est. pub. date: Mid-2019

About the EDITORS
Greg Fealy is Associate Professor and Senior Fellow, Indonesian Politics, Department of Political and Social Change, Bell School of Asia-Pacific Affairs, ANU College of Asia and the Pacific, the Australian National University.
Ronit Ricci is Associate Professor at the School of Culture, History & Language, ANU College of Asia and the Pacific, the Australian National University.

About the BOOK
Contention has surrounded the status of minorities throughout Indonesian history. Two broad polarities are evident: one inclusive of minorities, regarding them as part of the nation’s rich complexity and a manifestation of its “Unity in Diversity” motto; the other exclusive, viewing with suspicion or disdain those communities or groups that differ from the perceived majority. State and community attitudes towards minorities have fluctuated over time. Some periods have been notable for the acceptance of minorities and protection of their rights, while others have been marked by anti-minority discrimination, marginalisation and sometimes violence.

This book explores the complex historical and contemporary dimensions of Indonesia’s religious, ethnic, LGBT and disability minorities from a range of perspectives, including historical, legal, political, cultural, discursive and social. It addresses fundamental questions about Indonesia’s tolerance and acceptance of difference, and examines the extent to which diversity is embraced or suppressed.

2019
Soft cover 978-981-4843-46-1 (price to be confirmed)
Hard cover 978-981-4843-49-2

BM578
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About the EDITORS

Andrea Acri is Maître de Conférences in Tantric Studies at the École pratique des hautes études in Paris since Fall 2016.

Kashshaf Ghani is Assistant Professor at the School of Historical Studies, Nalanda University.

Murari K. Jha is a postdoctoral research fellow at the History Department, National University of Singapore.

Sraman Mukherjee is Assistant Professor in the School of Historical Studies at Nalanda University (Rajgir, India).

About the BOOK

As a continent lying to the east of Europe, Asia has been malleable to different spatial and temporal imaginations and politics. Recent scholarship has highlighted how the seemingly self-contained regional configurations of West and Central Asia, South and Southeast Asia, and East Asia carved by the Area Studies paradigm reflect changing (geo)political and economic interests than historical or cultural roots.

This volume advances the question as to what Asia is, and as to whether there existed one or many Asia(s). It seeks to explore Asian societies as interconnected formations through trajectories/networks of circulation of people, ideas, and objects in the longue durée. Moving beyond the divides of Area Studies scholarship and the arbitrary borders set by late colonial empires and the rise of post-colonial nation-states, this volume maps critically the configuration of contact zones in which mobile bodies, minds, and cultures interact to foster new images, identities, and imaginations of Asia.

2019
Soft cover 978-981-4818-85-8

(price to be confirmed)
Rights Available
World Rights (co-publishing, reprint, translation and distribution)

Forthcoming Title

TANAH DATAR
Early Settlement Archaeology and History in the Highlands of Sumatra, Indonesia

edited by
Mai Lin Tjoa-Bonatz

Est. pub. date: Mid-2019

About the EDITOR

Mai Lin Tjoa-Bonatz is Visiting Professor, Archaeological Studies Program, University of the Philippines.

Table of Contents

1. Research History, Methods, and Objectives
   Mai Lin Tjoa-Bonatz, Benjamin Vining and Johannes Greger

2. Early Histories: Historiography and Archaeological Surveys
   Mai Lin Tjoa-Bonatz

3. Excavations
   Dominik Bonatz, Johannes Greger and Annika Hotzan-Tchabashvili

4. Material Culture Studies
   Mai Lin Tjoa-Bonatz

5. Conclusion
   Mai Lin Tjoa-Bonatz

Bibliography
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(Price to be confirmed)